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Letter 154
The End, For Now…
2012-11-07
Dear Dan,
Well, now it seems clear to me that I have traversed all the areas of my life the Lord wishes
to document for others to know about, at least till now, all the while maintaining a high
degree of privacy for other people I have written of. It is possible that there may be some
more letters and maybe some adjusting in numbering, etc. There will be comments on
Volume 5. But for now I must begin working in earnest on the audio versions of the letters
written so far.
The plan right now is to produce a DVD with the Letters To Daniel series, both written and
audible, and all the dreams and visions I have written down, and a few other items. These
will be designed to be left in strategic locations for others to discover, or to be handed to
speciIic people as the Lord leads. Although it could change later, right now I won’t be
putting any Letters on the Internet. If someone else does, that’s Iine. A while back the Lord
gave me a way cool design for the DVD label. I think you’ll like it.
A few letters back I was thinking about something you said to me; how you had been
pondering before the Lord the meaning of your name. And I begin wondering if there was
any signiIicance in that for me, in that I have sent the Letters To Daniel to two Saints both
named “Daniel” (two witnesses). As I’m sure you already know, the name of the Jewish tribe
Dan means “judge”, or “to judge”. By adding the name of God (El), it becomes
“God is my Judge”*.
And so the Lord is making clear to me why He has been keeping me somewhat isolated
“Church-wise”. Or why I typically feel more comfortable being alone with my Lord God than
with my fellow man** (unless the fellow(s) I am with also want to be with God. Then I am
happy to party…).
I continue to be in your debt for allowing these letters to be written and published.
Be blessed… We are loved…
R. C. Theophilus
P.S. So many letters. So many ideas. An exciting audio trek awaits us!
* So these could just as accurately be titled “Letters To God’s Son. He Is My Judge”
**Except I am grateful to the Lord for my fellow (wo)man (M), without whom I would not
know Who Love is.
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